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Abstract 

with the increase in the environmental constrains and global warming, the residential as well as commercial areas of various 

climatic zones of different part of globe differ with their physical and environmental criteria’s of designing a building which 

require least use of conventional fuels and rely more on the optimum utilization of the non-conventional energy resources. Green 

buildings are environmental friendly as well as economical as compared to other type of buildings. Passive design and use of 

“green materials and ideas” make such an environment friendly building. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Sunlight can provide adequate heat, light, and shade and induce daytime ventilation into the well-designed home. Passive solar 

design can easily reduce heating and cooling energy bills, increase spatial vitality, and improve comfort and wellbeing. 

Inherently flexible passive solar design principles typically accrue energy benefits with low maintenance risks over the life of the 

building. The efficiency of green building depends upon the available materials and the design methodology adopted. The 

efficiency of green building also depends on the climatic zones of different countries. Green building are resource effective and 

can be easily constructed using optimum available materials and provide recycle reduce and reuse features. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section, we describe the general design criteria and various design parameters associated to green building designing. We 

will discuss various losses associated to green buildings. 

 Design techniques 

Passive design is combination of building feature to eliminate or reduce the need of day lighting ,mechanical cooling and heating 

by the means of air conditioners blowers etc. The main focus of passive design is sun to reduce or minimize the cooling and 

heating needs to attain this, there must be deep knowledge of solar geometry i.e. sun and earth relationships, local climate and 

window technology. The passive solar heating can be categorized into three parts basically, Direct gain, Indirect gain and 

Isolated gain. 

 Direct gain:  

The solar radiation which directly penetrates and get stored in the living spaces and objects present in the room. 

 Indirect gain:  

The solar radiation is being collected stored and distributed using thermal storage materials e.g. Trombe wall. The thermal 

phenomenon i.e. convection, radiation and conduction are involved in it. 

 Isolated gain:  

A large open space (Sunspace) that can be selectively closed or open to the rest of house. 
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Fig. 1: Direct gain passive heating system 

 
Fig. 2: Indirect gain (Trombe wall) 

Passive solar design is not a newly invented technique rather it is an ancient civilization technique which was utilized by 

Romans, Egyptians, Harappa and people of many ancient civilizations. The passive design is dependent on the earth rotation 

thereby solar positions in different seasons. The south side of home should be oriented within 300 due south. 

 
Fig. 3: relation of earth rotation and sun with winter and summer 

Key objectives of passive solar designs 

 Utilizing provisions of solar gains. 

 Avoiding heat loss so as to minimize use of heating. 

 Reducing the need of artificial lightning by providing access to day light. 
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 Using natural ventilation techniques to avoid dependency on various mechanical system. 

 Providing efficient heating and lighting systems. 

 Designing south facing overhangs to shade windows in summer and allow solar gain in winter. 

 Orient the house in long axis running east-west 

These techniques are discussed in more details below. 

 Site orientation:  

Though the building are generally designed according to availability of land but if a favorable building is made the orientation 

play a vital role. The building’s southern exposure must be free from large obstacles such as tall trees, tall buildings that may 

block the sunlight. Southern exposure play a vital role in planning an energy efficient building providing the faces of building are 

in the 300 vicinity of south, in winter the south facing glazing will receive 90% of heat gain.  

 Window technology:  

Better the quality of glass more the solar radiation falls or checked during various season according to need. The glass has the 

property to let the sunlight through but it trap long wave heat radiation. Greater the size of glass greater will be the building 

energy losses. In preparing window as a part of construction material coating, glazing are applied. In heating climate the size of 

window may be reduced in west facing and north facing walls while the size should be adequate day lighting. The solar heat gain 

coefficient (SHGC) should be higher (0.60) or higher as the south facing wind mostly require high solar heat gain coefficients. 

Conversely a low U-factor (0.30-0.35) is required to reduce conductive heat transfer. Places where the temperature is less than 

150 include use of north facing windows along its shaded south facing windows. 

 Shading:  

The rise of sun over head is more in summer as compared to winter. Properly designed window overhangs may provide better 

check to the solar insolation and as the sun is at lower altitude in winter it permit more solar radiation to pass through the 

window. 

 Heat storage: 

Basically thermal storage materials such as concrete masonry, wallboard etc. absorbs solar radiation during day and during night 

they tend to release heat energy to the surrounding area. Well-designed heat storage system has the following characteristics: 

 The most efficient mass storage system should be directly exposed to sunlight. 

 Construction material having higher densities like bricks, clay, tiles etc. has good heat storage capacities. 

 Dark surface absorb more solar radiation compared to bright glossy surfaces. 

 The bodies having greater masses absorb more amount of heat gain thereby storing thermal energy for longer duration. 

 Heat distribution:  

Once the heat energy is stored during daytime it can be distributed at various location accordingly. The thermal storage system 

absorbs solar radiation during daytime and releases during evening/night hours. The heat may be distributed to other spaces by 

simply opening the doors, windows, and other apertures. 

 Sunspaces:  

Sunspaces are designed as a conservatory which can contribute to the use and enjoyment of daylight and solar heat and proper 

management of ventilation. It is designed as an intermediate space between the house and outside, rather being an integral 

element of the whole building. It tend to reduce heat loss, also it can be used to preheat ventilation air. 

 
Fig. 4: Building with sunspace 
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III. CONCLUSIONS 

An effective passive design not only decrease the overall cost of the building but also increase the well-being thereby providing 

soothing environment for living. It reduces the use of conventional fuels and provide natural habitat. Green building reduces the 

use of costly construction materials and makes use of materials which have a scrap value or which are cheap and easily available 

in raw or waste form. A proper knowledge of sun and earth relationship impart a greater design feasibility basically for the 

design of over hangs, shading devices, ventilation etc. utilizing the idea of passive cooling to create a low temperature 

environment in the summer and utilization of the stored heat to use during night is best method to cut off the major part of energy 

bills. Green buildings are ecofriendly, where recycle, reuse and reduce of resources takes place. 
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